Time course of pulmonary artery pressure during sleep in sleep apnoea syndrome: role of recurrent apnoeas.
Recent results in animals have suggested that repetition of hypoxaemic stimuli may result in a progressive increase in pulmonary arterial pressure (Ppa). The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effects of recurrent obstructive apnoeas on Ppa. We have, therefore, examined the nocturnal trend of Ppa in seven obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) patients and in five snorers. Mean Ppa was measured before, at the start, at the end and after the selected apnoeas. The analysis was performed for each 1 h period for at least 7 h throughout the night on at least 10 randomly selected apnoeas per hour. In snorers, 100 randomly chosen values were measured during every hour of the night. In the morning after the nocturnal study, the Ppa responses to acute hypoxia and hypercapnia were measured. No Ppa changes throughout the 7 h were found during sleep in snorers [Ppa slope:-0.002+/-0.10 mmHg x h(-1)]. In OSAS patients a small but significant increase in Ppa throughout the night was noted, affecting the values before [Ppa slope: 0.7+/-0.16 mmHg x h(-1)], at the start of apnoea [Ppa slope: 0.530.1 mmHg x h(-1)] as well as at the end [Ppa slope: 0.44+/-0.08 mmHg x h(-1)] and in the postapnoeic period [Ppa slope: 0.55+/-0.1 mmHg x h(-1)]. When we limited the analysis to nonrapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, a trend in progressive Ppa was also present, irrespective of changes in apnoea duration and apnoea desaturation. The Ppa rise during the night was not affected by diurnal Ppa pulmonary vascular response to hypoxia and hypercapnia or indices of sleep apnoea severity. We conclude that in obstructive sleep apnoea, pulmonary artery pressure progressively increases during the night, reflecting the cumulative effects of apnoeas and nocturnal hypoxaemia.